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Now-a-days learners are more curios in external contents
which reveal the facts that are intrinsically unfamiliar in their
peer circle. They want to expose themselves in a highly
knowledgeable manner by conversing about the highness of the
unexplored interesting information. This curiosity kindles the
learners mind to search for the new things which in turn tuning
them towards the source to learn such kind of facts. This is the
key for the teachers to keep their students intact with them.
Students are usually much interested on useful real time facts to
promote their out-world knowledge rather on textual syllabus.
Even though the implementation of active learning strategies
focuses the students towards the deep understanding of the
subject, their interests on exploring facts is still quenching. The
recent technologies entirely flipped the older

classroom

environments and made it as live and creative sessions
presenting the concept effectively with relatively short span of
time. The person who utilizes the rest of the time in an effective
manner becomes the successful inspirational personality for the
learners. Instead of discussing the facts, guide them the way to
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search for the facts.
“We are no longer in the dispensation of age and
experience. We are in the era of knowledge and information.
Information leads a true leader and a true leader leads other.” ―
Israel moreAyivor. Never focus towards the same routine of
knowledge dispenses. Rather traverse through the relevant wide
range of ignorant paths to facilitate the learners to know the prerequisite to begin their journey towards it. It may be on career
guidance, how to create opportunities, decision making skills,
motivating by successful real time achievers, empowerment
thoughts, how to be tolerant to failures, ways to gain wisdom,
humanity, ethics, focused mind, sharing of achiever’s biography
etc., Stay ahead of the learners with full-fledged resource to
satisfy their thirst of knowledge. When sharing knowledge
becomes passion, teaching becomes an art. “A true teacher
would never tell you what to do. But he would give you the
knowledge with which you could decide what would be best for
you to do.” ― Christopher Pike, Sati. Equipping ourselves with
new facts everyday will get eventually delivered in the
discussion sessions. “The first person you have to resurrect is
yourself” ― The RZA, The Tao of Wu.
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